Join us!
Career Start: Climate Venture
Building
More Forests. Better Climate.
Location: Zug/Zurich, Switzerland
Time commitment: Full-time (100%)
Starting date: As soon as possible
#climatetech #forests #ecosystemservices # impact #tech
#startups #naturebasedsolutions #climate # bioeconomy
#Gigacorns

About Brainforest
Brainforest is globally the first venture studio that focuses on forests as a superior
natural climate solution. By harnessing state of the art technology and the potential
of forests, we deliver entrepreneurial solutions to the climate and biodiversity crisis in
the form of independent impact ventures.
How do we achieve this? By understanding existing market barriers, identifying system changing opportunities, and empowering entrepreneurs to build game changing
and profitable ventures. Through our seed funding and diverse team of visionary entrepreneurs, engineers and forestry experts, we are creating an ecosystem of solutions that significantly contributes to more forests, biodiversity, and a better climate.

Your Role
• Support the Brainforest leadership team in the daily management of a fast growing venture studio including finance, legal and administration - with the opportunity to grow into a deputy CFO / COO role.
• Assist the venture building team and the Entrepreneurs in Residence to develop
impact and business models for the new ventures - with the opportunity to grow
into a venture builder role.
• Further develop and manage Brainforest’s talent aquisition tools and support the
hiring processes - with the opportunity to grow into a talent management role.
• Support Brainforest’s internal and external communication with focus on social media (currently LinkedIn) - with the opportunity to grow into an independent communication role.
www.brainforest.global

• Support the preparation of meetings and business negotiations, participate in
those and organize the follow-ups; grow into delivering periodic presentations to
different internal and external stakeholder groups (e.g. investor committee, Brainforest team or board, foundations).

Your Profile
We are looking for driven, capable, and visionary talents who are keen to contribute
to solving the biggest challenges of our time - the climate and biodiversity crisis.
Hence, you should tick the majority of the following boxes:
• Recently completed a master’s degree from an excellent university, ideally in business administration, finance, strategy and international management, marketing,
entrepreneurship or equivalent.
• First work experience via internship and eager to contribute as a top performer
from the very beginning.
• Ability to achieve goals collaboratively combined with high individual ambition
and proactivity.
• Excellent analytical and problem-solving skills with high curiosity to learn.
• You comfortably and quickly bring ideas, research, conclusions and condensed
understanding of a topic into written form to convey your findings and the inputs
from others.
• Strong communication skills, written and verbal, in English; German is a plus.
Able to formulate complex ideas clearly and bring your message to the point in
person, online (different media channels) or in documents.
• You align with our values and working principles: The Brainforest Way
• A plus: Good understanding of any of the following areas: Natural Climate Solutions,
Machine Learning, DLT/Web 3.0, Re/Afforestation, Carbon Projects or Markets,
Biodiversity, Material Substitution (e.g. timber in construction industry), Agroforestry

Your Role
• Start your professional career in a mission-driven, dynamic, caring and inclusive
work environment with real impact. Your work will make a difference in the world.
• Working with and learning from unicorn & serial entrepreneurs, experienced business angels, renowned experts and the chance to globally build your network.
• We hire to retire: Don’t worry, we won’t tie you down to the office desk. But we
want you to know that we are willing to go a long way with you and support you
in your personal development. You will have the opportunity to pursue a purpose
driven, entrepreneurial career and change between the Brainforest Venture Studio
and its ventures.

www.brainforest.global

Please apply by sending a letter of motivation and your
CV to talents@brainforest.global latest by 10.07.2022.

